
A Bunch 1301 

Chapter 1301: Mechanical Domain! 

“You’re joking, right?” 

From Afar, the principal felt the sea of life level domain spread out on the other side and was instantly 

stunned. When he used his spiritual power to probe, he was even more surprised when he saw that it 

was Vogu who had done all this… … 

It was hard to say if that mysterious undead was the fairy Anya, but it was definitely an ancient big shot 

on the same level as Andrew. The size of its body was definitely much bigger than the huge Titan in front 

of him! 

Even if such an energy body found a temporary body, its power would still be greatly limited. This was 

also why Andrew had used Bolton’s God’s body before. Theoretically, the capacity was almost perfect, 

but because of the size.., he might not even be able to use one percent of his power, and he would be 

directly beaten up by the Female Titan, Ionar! 

But she was also occupying the body of a god Lord, why was She..? … able to use a life sea level domain? 

 

This did not make sense… 

In his field of vision, Vogu’s huge domain opened up and forcefully blocked the invasion of the black rock 

elements from the Titan’s body. The huge area instantly became mechanized. Countless elements were 

quickly used, including the black rock elements that had invaded previously! 

In the space, any material visible to the naked eye or invisible to the naked eye quickly became 

mechanized. Under the exquisite control of the domain, it could be continuously converted, docked, 

formed, changed into countless exquisite mechanical parts and reassembled again, in an instant, 

countless mechanical supply stations were formed! 

The mecha operators who were in them discovered that their own mecha had also been instantly 

decomposed. After decomposing, they were swiftly modified. The mechanical parts formed in the space 

were reassembled at a very exaggerated speed, this included the modification of the armor materials, 

the dissimilation of the materials, the loading of weapons, and the replenishment of energy! 

In less than a second, countless mecha operators discovered that their mecha had been broken down 

and reloaded again. After they were formed once again, the bodies of their mecha had all become 

thousands of times larger, it was as if the titan-type mechanical giants had directly formed a steel 

fortress in the VOGU domain! 

“What’s the situation?” 

The group of mecha operators were immediately shocked until they were dizzy… 

It was a normal battle for a Lord to use the mechanical domain to strengthen his mecha. The God of 

heaven could fully absorb the civilization of the forces and directly utilize all the scientific research 

results of the forces, in the domain, the domain Lord could strengthen the faction’s most suitable 



technology to every soldier, and he could also directly use the elements to create a finished war 

machine. 

For example, he could create an interstellar cannon out of thin air through the domain, and the 

materials needed for the cannon could be formed from the surrounding elements, if he lacked the 

necessary elements, he could also replace them with replaceable materials that the faction had 

researched for a long time. In any case, as long as the surrounding elements were complete, he could 

change from nothing! 

This was the unreasonable aspect of the domain. 

Of course, the prerequisite was that the entire weapon was very mature from its construction to its 

formation. The lords kept every detail of the weapon’s creation, only then could it be restored in the 

domain. 

And in the mechanical domain, strengthening the mecha was the most common and also the most 

difficult step to operate! 

After all, most of the high-end mecha technology in the universe came from the outside. Very few 

powers used their own technology from start to finish. Even some great lords had many of their mecha’s 

technology outsourced. 

Therefore, when they were strengthening their mecha, most of the time, they were only strengthening 

their parts, energy sources, and weapons… ! … they had never seen someone change their mecha so 

directly! 

And what was this change? 

In the operation room, the mecha operators who felt the new mecha closely through their professional 

gazes only observed it for a few seconds and knew that this huge mecha was not just huge in size. 

In terms of materials, mecha structure, functions, and energy storage, it completely surpassed the 

service mecha that they had previously operated! 

“This function index is fake, right?”One of the mecha operators could not help but mutter to himself. 

Under the mental connection, all the mecha operators heard this sentence and could not help but 

swallow their saliva. 

From the display of the index, this mecha was much higher than the Hellfire series 7 that the Lord of 

Mount Byen had announced a while ago! 

One had to know that the lord of Mount Byrne was the 13th Great Mechanical Lord in the Southern Star 

Field. The Hellfire series under him was famous in the southern star field. Many famous mecha 

operators had to book in order to buy the latest series. Mecha operators from small forces like them 

could at most exchange for spare parts after spending all their money… 

Moreover, the Hellfire series was the ride of a dragon-class mecha operator. It was an advanced mecha 

at the general level. It was unheard of for a mecha of this level to be able to carry an entire army! 



Billy, who was in charge of commanding, could not help but be stunned for a few seconds. He said with 

a slight tremble, “Isn’t this index a little too high? Can the soldiers control it?” 

Although it was a little unbelievable, she would not go so far as to doubt that the other party had faked 

the parameters. Moreover, that thing could not be faked in front of a regular mecha master. After all, a 

professional mecha master could quickly confirm whether it was real or fake through spiritual energy… 

… 

“You don’t need to be able to control it freely…”an YA’s voice sounded faintly. “As long as you can 

control your firepower, it’s fine. You should know that the opponents you’re facing are in the same 

situation as you guys, right?” 

These words stunned Billy, but he immediately reacted. It seemed like that was indeed the case… … 

Inside the body of that Giant Titan was a demon soul that was a level lower than its body’s strength. This 

meant that it was indeed the same situation as the soldiers. In any case, they were all unfamiliar with 

operating war machines that were higher in level than him… … 

Just as he was about to come to a realization, he saw Anya lightly tap Billy. The silver mecha on Billy’s 

body also rapidly changed! 

However, it did not become incomparably huge like the mecha team under him. On the contrary, the 

entire body of the mecha appeared much smaller. It was probably only four to five meters tall, about the 

same size as an adult titan. The body of the mecha was extremely elegant and beautiful, six huge flying 

swords were suspended behind its back. Although they looked small, they gave off an extremely strong 

pressure! 

“This is…”the moment Billy used his spiritual energy to detect the mecha, his nerves tensed up in 

excitement. He asked carefully, “Fairy Feather?” 

“Oh?”An Ya let out a soft exclamation. She glanced at Billy indifferently. “I didn’t expect that after so 

long, there would still be people who remembered the mecha model that I designed…” 

“Of course I remember! !” 

Billy’s voice became excited. The fairy feather had been designed by the fairy race’s only deity, an ya. It 

had designed many of the secret techniques of the Jade Sword Immortal Palace into the mecha 

program, the use of body structure and energy ratio was known by the industry as one of the top ten 

classics in the Mecha World. Until now, there had been models displayed in the Federation’s Science 

Museum. 

Even the top mechanical academy had a very high evaluation of this mecha. Every year, many academies 

applied to borrow models to give lectures. She had never thought that she would actually be able to 

meet a genuine one in her lifetime and even be able to personally control it! ! 

If it wasn’t for the many strange things that had happened recently, she would have thought that this 

was a dream… 

“Don’t be in a daze…”an ya calmly interrupted the other party’s excitement. “Vogu said that you’re an 

excellent commander. Keep this guy in check and don’t mess it up…” 



Billy was stunned again and looked at her. “You… aren’t you coming with us?” 

“With you?”Anya looked at the Dragon in the sky. “Who’s going to deal with it?” 

Chapter 1302: Selected Mutants (Part 1) 

“A great lord’s domain…” 

Xi Ye looked over there with a look of envy on his face under his helmet… … 

After fusing with the technology of his own faction, he had instantly formed a specialized domain that 

could create all living things. This was the strongest aspect of a deity. However, at the very least, this 

step required a very mature faction. This was also something that Xi Ye had been working hard on. 

Unfortunately… … Just as he was getting a little better, a group of old seniors who did not care about 

martial virtues came. He had no choice but to hide under the mask and live by acting cool… … 

Just like now… 

 

“That guy is inviting me to deal with that guy…”Andrew Glanced at the giant dragon circling in the sky 

and then said to seer, “I’ll leave this side to you, no problem, right?” 

Seer looked at the approaching bloody domain and fell silent. 

Vienne and Lanaya looked at seer and fell into a strange silence… … 

Eggface and the others also looked at seer nervously… 

After a few seconds of silence, seer looked at Andrew, “Don’t you need help on your side?” 

As soon as he said this, Vienne and Lanaya’s eyelids twitched… … 

They could naturally see that Andrew was obviously testing seer, but Seer’s answer was more arrogant 

than they imagined… … 

Andrew took a deep look at seer and then smiled, “If you can help, of course it’s best…” 

“I’ll try my best…”seer replied faintly. … 

“Then I’ll leave it to you…”Andrew smiled, “Even if I join hands with that guy, I’m probably only able to 

restrain that guy above. The real victory still depends on you guys…” 

“Well…”seer replied indifferently. He didn’t say anything else, but his tone was as calm as usual… … 

“This kid… Is It True?” 

A few meters away, Lanaya couldn’t help but send a voice transmission to Vaughn. 

Vaughn’s expression was also a little strange. Although the other party’s method of backtracking the 

blood domain was very scary, it still felt very weak to let Andrew Go… … 

“Then… I’ll take my leave first…”the smoke around Andrew suddenly dispersed, the main body of the 

undead was revealed. It was a humanoid creature with a slender body and was about the size of an 



earthling. Under the strong elemental pressure, it looked extremely thin. He smiled and bowed to 

everyone, then, he turned into a gray smoke and flew towards the sky. 

Seer watched him leave and did not say anything from the beginning to the end. No one could see 

through what he was thinking… … 

But the more they could not see through him, the more they felt that he was unfathomable… 

Of course, not everyone thought so, at least… … Rainy girl did not think so… … 

Before this, she had been under the protection of Andrew’s Black Fog. After Andrew left, she naturally 

leaned on Seer’s body. The weak rainy girl was practically leaning on Seer’s body. At first, she thought 

that she had returned to the firm and reliable embrace of the Lord… 

But she suddenly realized..? … that this reliable embrace seemed to be trembling a little? 

Was it an illusion? 

Rainy Girl, Wugua, raised her head in surprise. From Afar, she could see that the Lord’s stiff and 

unmoving body seemed to be in a very calm mode. However, at this moment, if coupled with the 

trembling in her senses… … It didn’t seem to be the case… … 

Moreover, the Lord’s gaze… 

Guo Xiaoyun realized that the lord wasn’t that calm. 

“Ahem…”after a few seconds, Vaughn finally broke the silence. She walked up and asked respectfully, 

“Lord Seer, what should we do next?” 

Seer nodded slightly. She looked at the blood domain that was about to pounce on her, but her tone 

remained indifferent. “Let me think…” 

Winn and Lanaya looked at each other and nodded slightly. Although they hadn’t done anything yet, 

their calm attitude made them feel more reliable. . . 

But at this time leaning on the arms of the night rain woman without melon can not help but heart 

jump… . . . 

You must have lost your mind? 

Because she realized that with Vaughn’s questioning, her lordship seemed… … . . It’s getting worse… . . 

———— 

Andrew came earlier than Anya, though he had been invited. 

Because Anya at least in place to set up their own territory, and he only need a light-hearted please, the 

difficulty is not the same level… 

The circling dragon did not strike when Andrew came alone, as if waiting for something. Everything 

seemed to be in perfect harmony. 

“You sure know how to take a break…” 



A faint voice came from behind. After about fifteen minutes, Anya finally arrived. She brought Vogu’s 

body and powerful domain power with her. 

At this time, Andrew seemed to be unusually thin. Without the cover of the black fog of the undead, the 

thin spirit body seemed extremely fragile here, as if it would shatter at the touch… 

Anya looked at Andrew with a smile. “Do you trust him that much?” 

“There’s nothing I can do…”Andrew also smiled. “The cards that I had prepared were stolen by you. 

There are many situations where I have to bite the bullet and force my way in…” 

At this moment, the two top-tier undead that had always been involved in schemes in the death realm 

finally came face-to-face… 

“I didn’t expect that I would also have the day to be plucked from peaches…”after a moment of 

confrontation, Andrew was the first to speak. 

“There’s always a first time for everything…”Anya said with a smile. 

The Peaches that the other party was talking about were naturally referring to vogu… … 

As one of the top ten liches, Andrew was a professor in the biology department of the TIRYFAS 

Academy. However, he had never taken in a disciple before, until Vogu appeared… … 

That exception was naturally not because Vogu was gifted enough to inherit his mantle. Of course, it 

was also a fact that he was gifted. However, this talent referred to the other party’s body… 

Vogu… was a mutant! 

An extremely rare mutant among the elven species, but one that was also despised… 

In some high-level elven families, this type of mutant was an existence that would be immediately 

disposed of the moment it appeared. 

But Vogu survived, and he was extremely talented. It was a coincidence that he received Vogu’s 

application. Andrew happened to find information about Vogu when he was working as a grading 

teacher, and he had a solid academic foundation. 

And so, an idea appeared… 

This elven species had a very special talent. Not only could its body be torn infinitely, but its soul could 

even be torn apart and become an individual. Although no specific research had been done… However, 

Andrew felt that this species’spirit body should have a capacity that far exceeded that of an ordinary 

creature… 

Thinking of this, Andrew accepted the student’s personal training! 

If this creature could be trained to the star level and then turned into a god, perhaps with the 

individual’s special soul strength and body’s super strong endurance, it could receive life sea level 

spiritual power! 

If he cultivated it properly, it might be the best hidden container! 



Queen XI had very strict control over the life sea level container. Even as one of the ten great liches, he 

could not do anything to it. Rashly hiding a life sea level body would easily expose himself. On the other 

hand… Cultivating a living student like Vogu would not be suspected at all… 

“I’m very curious…”Andrew looked at Vogu. “When did you start suspecting me?” 

The person who questioned him was obviously Vogu himself… 

The smile on Vogu’s face that belonged to Anya slowly disappeared, revealing the look that only his real 

self had. His weak voice came from his body, answering Andrew’s question. 

“From the beginning…” 

Chapter 1303: the process of calculation… 

“Did you suspect it from the beginning…” 

Andrew looked at his first student, and a strange light flashed in his eyes… … 

“Isn’t this normal, Andrew?”Vogu squeezed out a weak smile. “Teacher has never accepted a disciple for 

hundreds of millions of years, but suddenly he became interested in me, a species that everyone 

despises. He showed me all kinds of kindness and care. If I’m not the illegitimate son of teacher, then it 

must be because you have other plans. It Can’t be that I’m too outstanding that teacher cares about me 

like this, right?” 

Tiris law school was the number one school in the Northern Star Field. Although the Northern Star Field 

was ostracized by the Orthodox forces and was a paradise for the undead and aliens, the reputation of 

this top school was not bad at all in the Galactic Federation, it was ranked in the top five in the 

federation and had been ranked first in many interstellar exchanges! 

There were countless students who were more talented than him. He did not think that he was able to 

be taken care of by his teacher because of his talent… 

 

It was nonsense to say that the talented and honest juniors in the sketchbook were valued and taught 

by hidden bosses. At least, Vogu had never seen such an example. 

This world was a world of war. No one would be arrogant and modest in front of a teacher to gain a 

good impression. Pretending to be a pig to eat a tiger often meant that you were really a pig… 

However, Andrew still made an exception. Not only did he take care of him, he even made an exception 

and brought him into the research group, as if he wanted to treat him as a personal disciple. 

At that time, many people did not understand why they were so lucky. In fact, they did not understand 

either. 

The first thing he felt was not surprise, but fear… … 

Since he was young, his living environment made him understand that there was no kindness for no 

reason in this world. The other party must have done this because he had some value to use, but what 

was different about him compared to other people? 



The only difference was the body of the XENOGENEIC… 

It would be nonsense to say that it was because the XENOGENEIC was actually gifted. He was not the 

only xenogeneic in the world. This kind of thing had been despised a long time ago. If he was really 

gifted, why hadn’t there been a single famous person in all these years.., ? 

With doubt, he carefully followed Andrew. Every day, he desperately absorbed knowledge to make 

himself stronger. In his spare time, he desperately absorbed other knowledge in an attempt to answer 

Andrew’s inexplicable kindness. 

He knew that he had to seize every second. He had to understand what he was going to use it for when 

his teacher wanted to use it… … 

Therefore, it was very coincidental that one day, when he was researching the psychic technique, he 

met Anya… … 

This was definitely not a coincidence in the true sense… 

For several eras, Anya had actually been secretly watching Andrew in the death realm. As an expert in 

the prophecy technique, she knew very early on that Andrew would be an important figure in the 

subsequent events. 

Anya had been secretly observing Andrew’s many years of preparation. However, the other party’s 

actions were too secretive, so she did not have the opportunity to make a move until Vogu appeared… 

… 

A cooperation that was immediately agreed upon… 

Andrew had never expected that he would be targeted by an evil undead who was proficient in 

divination. After all, this kind of targeting was too unpredictable. 

Who would have thought that a person who had nothing to do with him would secretly plot against him 

because of a divination? 

Thus, Vogu secretly cooperated with Anya. While receiving the knowledge from the two big figures and 

growing rapidly, he also continuously revealed the details of Andrew’s experiments to Anya. 

Anya was just like that… Anya guessed Andrew’s plan step by step and stole his fruit. … 

Without a direction, she found a direction through Andrew. The Jade Dream of the Moon Elves, the 

passage to the death realm, and Vogu’s container that could withstand the life-sea level life form… … 

After confirming the situation, Andrew’s expression was extremely complicated… 

He had never thought that his many calculations would lead to such a troublesome opponent because of 

a prophecy… 

It really answered that sentence: plans can’t keep up with changes… 

“Yeah… plans can’t keep up with changes…”Anya looked at Andrew Quietly. “Who would have thought 

that you could salvage the situation to such an extent even when you lost the initiative, and even found 

such a good partner?” 



“It’s just luck…”Andrew smiled. 

“Luck?”Anya followed Andrew’s gaze and looked at the place where seer was. 

A completely unexpected scene appeared… 

“What’s That?”Vogu was shocked… 

At this moment, he saw a huge clock image floating in the air where seer and the others were. A runic 

structure that he had never seen before rushed at him. 

He swore that he had never seen such an ancient and precise structure before. The formation of each 

rune was completely beyond his knowledge, and the effect of the deduction based on the structure was 

so unbelievable… … 

“The pendulum of Fate!”Anya chuckled, “A level seven little lord can actually know such a forbidden 

spell. Andrew, Andrew, are you sure that you can control that guy?” 

Andrew looked at the huge pendulum clock with a complicated expression. 

How much of this biggest variable is hidden? 

———— — 

Five minutes ago… 

“My Lord… . How long will you think?” 

Lanaya couldn’t stand it any longer! 

The Scarlet Field was not spreading quickly, but it was almost at their feet. It was not impossible to 

retreat at this time, but the nature of the retreat was different. 

Their responsibility was to deal with the two giant Titans while Andrew and the others were holding 

back the Yimo. They had to seize every second. If they had planned to escape from the beginning, why 

would they waste time here? 

Vivian also looked at seer and frowned. After all, she was still skeptical that Andrew would hand this 

place over to him directly… 

Rain Girl buried her head in Seer’s chest. No one knew what she was thinking… … 

“It’s about time…”seer raised his head slightly. 

Vivian and Lanaya were stunned. The sarcastic words that were originally meant to be sarcastic were 

suddenly stuck in their mouths. They did not expect the other party to answer so quickly. They thought 

that he would continue to delay them. 

“Then… then… What should we do now? Do You Need Our Help?”Vivian asked carefully. 

“Of course…”seer looked up and said, “You are the main force!” 

As expected! ! 



Vaughn and Lanaya’s faces fell! 

“Sir…”Lanaya held back her anger and said, “Shouldn’t we make things clear in the beginning? We never 

said that we could deal with such characters!” 

This idiot is playing with us, right? I pretended for a long time, and in the end, he said that they are the 

main force? What did he do earlier? 

If they were the main force, would they be here to look at this little Lord’s expression? 

Faced with the questioning, Seer did not reply immediately. He slowly walked forward and formed an 

extremely complicated seal with his hands… … 

In an instant, a huge wave of nomological power spread out with him as the center. An extremely 

repetitive runic structure appeared in the sky! 

“This is…”Wayne and Lanaya immediately stopped talking and looked around in shock. … 

Not to mention other things, the power of this runic structure was quite astonishing! 

“If…” 

While they were still in shock, Seer suddenly spoke up in front of them. Her voice was low and 

somewhat strange. “If I can make you become life sea-level, are you confident that you can win?” 

“Huh?” 

Chapter 1304: the Pendulum of fate 

“What’s That?” 

Vaughn and Lanaya’s expressions froze. It was obvious that they were shocked by seer… … 

“Are you confident?”Seer continued to ask. 

“You…”Vaughn was the first to react. He took a deep breath and said, “Are you joking?” 

“I’m not joking…”the seals in Seer’s hand formed faster and faster, the runes in the air changed rapidly. 

A rune structure that even the principal behind him had never seen before covered the entire area. 

Then, the images of countless clocks appeared in the surroundings! 

 

“This is…” 

Vien and Lanaya looked around in shock. They found that something was rapidly passing away in the 

space they were in! 

And their bodies were also changing drastically along with the flow! 

“What did you do?” 

Looking at the uncontrollable changes in their bodies, Vaughn and Lanaya looked at seer with shock and 

vigilance! 



“Space-time formation!”The principal took a deep breath and looked around in shock. Those runes that 

he had never seen before had a fascinating arcane mathematical structure, and the power that was 

faintly formed within it… It had an important connection with the most uncontrollable law of time 

among the many elements… … 

Space Warlocks were the closest existence to the law of time, because only the distortion of space had 

the hope of influencing the axis of time under certain circumstances. This was something that other 

elemental powers could not do… 

But even so, many space warlocks were very unfamiliar with things in the field of time and were in a 

state of fumbling… … 

Until now, no one could understand how the fairies who could control the law of time did it… … 

“Forbidden technique…”seer took a deep breath and stopped the hand seal. “The pendulum of Fate!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, a bell rang in the space, as if indicating that something was about to 

begin its fate! 

Everyone looked up at the sky in a daze. They did not know when, but a huge pendulum had appeared in 

the sky. The pendulum shook slightly, and as the bell rang, a powerful force twisted the surroundings 

and began to revolve rapidly! 

In the center of the formation, a group of people began to change rapidly! 

The most obvious ones were Brother Dog and the others! 

They were in Titan’s growth period and their bodies began to expand rapidly. The principal at the side 

could clearly see that the expansion was not a mutation caused by injecting some biological agent, but 

rather, it was a very normal growth. The bones were gradually stretched and the meridians were 

gradually strengthened. The changes in the biological characteristics were clearly changing in a normal 

way, but this speed was not quite normal… … 

Along with the crackling sounds of the bones stretching, Brother Dog and the others felt their bodies 

itch. They were surprised to see their bodies turn into a titan that was more than ten meters tall! 

Moreover, the outline and lines of the muscles were so perfect that they were intoxicated on the spot. 

For a moment, they could not shift their gaze away… 

The changes in dog egg and the others were also big. However, compared to Brother Dog and the other 

Titans, they were not as big, but the changes were still shocking! 

Their hair was almost dragged to their feet, and the bones in their bodies had also grown a size. The 

changes in their bodies were also huge, and they were even more beautiful. If they were said to be 

beautiful chicks in the past, then they were now colorful phoenixes, they had the aura of beauty that an 

adult should have. 

And strength! ! 

A group of weak little guys who could not even stand firmly were now emitting an astonishing aura of 

experts. At least… ! It was the aura of a powerful life form! 



“My God… What Is This?” 

The first person to break the silence was their grandfather. Everyone looked over and was once again 

stunned! 

It was said that the Phoenix was the most beautiful creature in the universe, but this description was 

different from seeing it with the true eye. Only when they saw it did Vaughn and the others understand 

why the elf race wanted to protect the Phoenix… Because if this thing were to wander around outside, it 

would definitely cause a dispute… … 

Too Beautiful… 

These three words were the first thought in everyone’s mind. There were no words that could describe 

the form they saw. Even if they found a famous literary master in the universe, they wouldn’t be able to 

find an adjective to describe it. Such an extremely beautiful creature… It was no longer something that 

could be described with words… 

Vera, who was closest to her grandfather, looked at him in a daze. She was so close to him, looking 

directly at this astonishing beauty. It made her blood-red eyes feel as if they were about to be burned. 

But even though it was so dazzling, she still could not bear to shift her gaze away… … 

“Wahahahaha!” 

The breathtaking beauty was broken by her grandfather’s exaggerated smile in the next second… … 

“I knew it! I knew it!”His grandfather cried with joy. “I will turn over! ! !” 

“Oh right… Where’s the soap? Where’s the soap?” 

Everyone:”…” 

His grandfather stretched his neck and looked around. The first thing he did was to look for his once-

troubled brother. He wanted to know at once if he was not the only one who turned over… 

“I feel like the atmosphere is ruined…”Goudan covered his forehead and said. … 

“Um…”Pu Yunchuan and the others nodded and then looked at the others, wanting to see the changes 

of the others. 

Besides Grandpa, the one who had changed the most was Yunji MU. At this moment, Yunji Mu was 

covered in a layer of purple starlight. She looked as beautiful as a crystal person, but she seemed to 

have lost consciousness. She was floating in the air, it was as if she was asleep. 

The one who had changed the least was Yuenu WUGUA. Other than her hair growing longer and some 

slight changes in her physiological characteristics, she was almost no different from before… 

However, her face was still weak. She sat cross-legged on the spot and closed her eyes tightly. No one 

knew what she was doing… 

“Boss?”Goudan approached her and asked carefully. 

Yuenu wugua slowly opened her eyes. This opening of her eyes gave Goudan and the others a fright! 



Guo Xiaoyun’s eyes seemed to be filled with stars. One look and they almost sucked everyone’s gaze in! 

“What’s the situation?” 

“It’s only three minutes…” 

A faint voice sounded, interrupting everyone’s curiosity. This voice… … came from Xi Ye. … 

Xi Ye looked at Guo Xiaoyun. Guo Xiaoyun closed her eyes again after hearing the three minutes. Xi Ye 

looked at Vienne and Lanaya… 

The two of them were stunned. “Three minutes?” 

“The fate pendulum is a forbidden spell. Its purpose is to control the space-time in this area…”. Xi Ye 

said calmly, “It’s not simple control. This space-time contains the logic of cause and effect. The reason 

why you have become like this is because in this area, with the resources of the Emerald Dream as the 

premise, you will become like this after an epoch.” “…”. “…” 

Everyone:”! ! !” 

So that’s how it is… 

Vaughn took a deep breath and looked around in shock. She then looked at seer and became more and 

more curious about this. She had never heard of such a secret technique before! 

“Don’t look at me, and don’t look at the others…”seer pointed at the pendulum above her head. The 

pendulum showed that it had moved a moment from zero… … 

“We can’t rely on them. They’re gifted but haven’t undergone any training. The help they can provide 

when they suddenly possess the power of a star is limited, so we still have to rely on the two of you…” 

Vienne and Lanaya were stunned for a moment before they quickly reacted… 

That’s right! 

If that group of little fellows had grown to such an extent, what about themselves? 

Thinking of this, his mind suddenly turned and he noticed himself. With a slight sense, his whole body 

instantly tensed up. 

This is… 

Chapter 1305: the Constitution between humans can not be generalized 

This feeling… can’t be wrong… 

Vienne and Lanaya felt the surging energy in their bodies, and the shock in their hearts was 

indescribable! 

There was actually such a technique in this world? 

“Lord… can’t we participate in the battle?”Eggface was eager to try… … 

The surrounding players instantly revealed their eagerness! 



 

Especially Brother Dog and his group… 

Previously, they had been protected among the group of big shots. However, when they saw this group 

of dragon ball-level powerhouses fighting against each other, it would be a lie to say that they were not 

envious. Now, they realized that they seemed to… … SEEM to… … Have reached such a level. How could 

they endure it? 

It was like a group of newbies leaving the novice village, entering a dungeon, and suddenly picking up a 

dragon slaying saber. Who wouldn’t want to find a monster to hack and try it out? 

“Just stay still!” 

Vaughn immediately glared at the Restless Doggie. As he had just entered the Sea of life and was still 

unfamiliar with power, this glare increased the pressure around him. Doggie was instantly glared at until 

he squatted on the ground. 

After being stunned for two seconds, he shrunk his neck and repeatedly said that he didn’t dare. His 

useless appearance made brother Doggie and the others secretly despise him… … 

Of course, they were only secretly… 

Vien looked at Lanaya, who nodded slightly. 

Don’t look at how dog egg and the others were all top-tier star-grade lifeforms in an instant. Their 

quality was one level higher than their previous self. 

However, they had not undergone professional training. With such a large jump, it was already very 

impressive that they could exert 10-20% of their strength. Naturally, they would not let them fight. After 

all, they were not fighting small monsters. Instead, they were fighting a tianyuan-grade lifeform. 

Although this lifeform was not complete, just based on the strength of the lifeform, any mistake would 

not be something that a star-grade lifeform could withstand… … 

However, the two of them were different. They were both top-tier star-grade lifeforms. After several 

eras of training, they had walked over step by step very steadily. They were only one step away from the 

life sea. 

Although they had not taken the time to familiarize themselves with themselves after advancing, their 

control over their strength was naturally far superior to the little guys like Eggface and the others. 

“The two of you… Please don’t waste precious time. You only have three minutes… oh no, there are only 

two minutes and forty seconds left…”Seer said faintly. 

Only then did Wayne and Lanaya come back to their senses and look at seer again… … 

This time, both of their gazes had a hint of respect, and they also somewhat understood why Andrew 

was so assured to entrust the scene to such a guy… 

It could only be said that the universe was so big, there were really all sorts of strange things… 



“Rest assured, sir!”Lanaya was the first to speak, “One minute is enough, and there are more than two 

of us…” 

As she spoke, her gaze turned towards another direction. 

Xi Ye was slow by a beat, and only then did she react. That’s right, there are more than two star level 

warriors here… … 

Lanaya’s gaze fell onto Vera! 

According to that mysterious set of laws, after jumping through an era, she and Vaughn had both 

advanced to the life sea level, then… … The other talented fellow should have changed as well… 

Vera was stunned for a moment before she reacted as well. She sensed something and with a boom, her 

huge wings spread out, instantly enveloping seer and the others! 

The blood-red wings were like scarlet transparent crystals, carrying a scarlet flame, acting as a barrier to 

isolate the power of the blood domain in front of them! 

Twelve-winged fallen angel! 

Wayne and Lanaya’s pupils shrank at the same time! 

Although this girl’s brain was a little slow, her aptitude was indeed top-notch. The blood demon and 

fallen angel’s bloodlines had fused to the extreme after entering the Sea of life, the pale blue hellfire 

that belonged to fallen angels actually carried the unique absorption function of the blood demon 

particles! 

They could clearly see that the blood domain was not blocked outside, but was being crazily absorbed. 

That flame was burning with the blood molecules as fuel, and the power burst out was even stronger 

than the Pale Flame! 

The Blood Titan in the air paused for a moment. Looking at the huge crystal-like wings, a complicated 

look flashed across its huge eyes… … 

“Good!” 

Vaughn could not help but praise, looking at villafa, “Just like before, you are in charge of the front, 

while Lanaya and I are in charge of finding opportunities!” 

Villafa was stunned for a moment, looking at Saab. His confused eyes slowly turned into determination, 

and he nodded, “Good…” 

“Wow… so powerful…” 

Sitting on the ground, Eggface looked at the crimson crystal-like wings and couldn’t help but praise. 

Then, as if recalling something, he quickly said, “Aren’t there more?” 

A few players immediately reacted. Yes, didn’t they have a few big shots here? 

Besides villafa, there was also the principal and the Moon Elf… 

The players hurried to look at the remaining two… 



Huh… . This young lady. … . As If. . . 

Dog Egg and the others looked over and found that Miss Moon Elf, who was said to be very powerful by 

Brother Dog, was standing still as if nothing had changed. . . 

This one hasn’t changed, not just in appearance, but also in strength. 

After the players evolved, they still had to look up to Vaughn and the others. However, when they 

looked at this lady, they suddenly felt like they were on equal footing… … 

Diana:”…” 

“It seems that people’s physiques can not be generalized…”seer sighed. 

“Boss, what do you mean?”Eggface asked. 

Diana:”…” 

“The literal meaning…”. Seer said calmly, “This law is based on the current Emerald Dream as a unit. 

After a new era, it will produce a causal effect. You and the three of them can improve to this level after 

staying here for a new era, but she hasn’t changed at all. Is it because after a new era, she will also look 

like this?” … .. 

The players were enlightened. “Oh…” 

Diana said, “Hey… that’s too much!” 

“There’s still the principal…”Eggface quickly looked at the principal. “Eh? Principal? ? ?” 

The players followed Eggface’s gaze and found the principal… … 

It wasn’t their fault for reacting slowly, but the principal’s aura was indeed too weak, and his body 

looked even weaker… … 

If the former principal was a smooth, sparkling, and full-bodied jelly, now he was a plasticine that had 

lost its moisture. Lying in the soil, he was about to melt into the soil… … 

“Principal? ?”Eggface and the others quickly ran over. “What’s wrong with him?” 

“He’s about to die…”xi ye said disdainfully, “This old guy has been like this since the beginning of the 

new era…” 

“This… this… how can this be?”Doggie carefully poked the principal. Seeing a piece of mud fall off, she 

was so scared that she quickly withdrew her hand. … 

“That’s why I said…”seer said faintly, “People’s constitutions can not be generalized…” 

Everyone:”…” 

“…”…”…”…”.. 

“Saab…” 



In the air, Vera, who was the first to greet him, looked at the elder he relied on the most with a 

complicated expression… … 

The huge giant looked at him with a gentle gaze. Looking at the huge crimson wings, Saab’s gentle voice 

slowly came out of the Titan Giant’s mouth. 

“So… the little guy grew up to look so beautiful…” 

Chapter 1306: Difficult! 

These gentle words made Vera’s entire body tremble… 

Saab… … Was indeed in a conscious state… … 

Previously, Vaughn had said during the battle that it was impossible to be in a controlled state with such 

experienced skills. She understood all of this… But she did not want to admit that Saab had attacked her 

in a conscious state… … 

No one liked her in this world. The brothers and Sisters of the Fallen Angel family despised her, snubbed 

her, and even bullied her. The blood demon side even treated her as an experiment. 

The only person who was good to her was Saab. After her parents left, the only person who could give 

her anything was Saab, but… … 

 

Why? 

Was it because he wanted to live? 

This reason was understandable. Anyone could do it for such a reason, and Villafa would agree, but 

Saab… … She did not agree… … 

She did not agree that someone who had risked his life for her would betray her because he wanted to 

live… 

What was the reason? 

Saab… 

Boom! 

The battle started very quickly. The standoff between the two did not last long. Saab’s attack was more 

decisive than expected. Its huge arm smashed towards villafa with a force that could shatter a planet, 

his huge body did not make his movements seem bloated. On the contrary, his explosive force was 

exceptionally swift under the immense force. It was so fast that even space itself was distorted. In an 

instant, he smashed towards Villafa! 

Caught off guard, villafa only had time to use her six crimson wings to block. The powerful force caused 

her wings to shatter like real crystals! 



Ignoring the pain of her wings being crushed, Villafa’s powerful combat reflexes forced her to retreat 

with the force, but in a single direction, although she managed to minimize the force. But it’s easy to 

guess where she’s going… 

So, with the momentum of a punch, the huge titan a side knee to the direction of Villa retreat accurately 

kicked over! 

Vera, who was retreating rapidly, turned pale. She felt the shadow of death enveloping her instantly! 

In the next second, the surrounding space distorted. A gray figure took the first step to bring her away 

from the fatal attack, but she still could not avoid the attack range. 

The momentum of the knee attack was extremely strong. The wind force of the distorted laws made it 

extremely difficult for the agile figure to dodge. It was like a fallen leaf in the fierce wind. If one was not 

careful, it would be torn into pieces! 

* Boom Boom Boom! * ! 

Just when the situation was at its worst, three giant crossbow bolts shot towards the giant Titan’s eyes 

with the power to shatter space! 

The bolts came very quickly. The speed was so fast that it even caused the reverse flow of time and 

space. Even the blood-red giant could not raise its left arm to block the eyes. 

With a loud bang, the powerful inertia of the bolts caused the giant to lose its balance and fall to the 

ground. As a result, it was unable to chase after the two of them. When the storm dispersed, the gray 

figure quickly pulled away with Vera! 

The gray figure was naturally the Templar’s assassin, Ranaya. The person who supported the giant arrow 

was naturally wind ranger Vayne… 

“Phew…” 

Only then did Vera have the time to relax and calm down. However, just as he did so, a cold voice came 

from beside him. 

“What are you doing?” 

Vera:”…” 

This voice came from Lanaya who had saved her, and it was obviously questioning! 

“No matter how stupid a demon is, they should understand that even if they are of the same level, 

agility-type lifeforms can’t fight head-on with strength-type opponents like that, right? Not to mention 

that they are not of the same level! !” 

Although they were both in the Sea of life, the opponent was Tianyuan, and they had barely crossed the 

threshold of the Sea of life using the laws of space and time… … 

“I’m sorry…”Vera lowered her head guiltily… … 



She knew how dangerous it was just now. She was almost killed in one move, and she even dragged the 

opponent into it. 

“Don’t say such words at this time…”Vaughn’s figure soon appeared behind the two of them and said 

hurriedly, “There aren’t enough arrows. We can’t make a mistake again!” 

Villafa was stunned for a moment before he realized that such a powerful crossbow arrow was naturally 

not an ordinary consumable item! 

Rangers were not like warriors who relied solely on their own strength to drive their melee weapons, 

nor were they like warlocks who relied on the subtlety of their spells and the control of their elements 

to determine their strength. Among the many classes, Rangers could be said to be the class that ATE 

equipment the most! 

Their unique channeling skills could maximize the power of their physical bodies, which also resulted in 

long-range weapons being able to perform exceptionally well in their hands. However, this extraordinary 

performance was built on the fact that their own weapons were excellent, otherwise, no matter how 

inferior a weapon was, there was a limit to how extraordinary it could be. 

Gun-type Rangers would be equipped with special firearms and special secret bullets. Crossbow-type 

Rangers, in addition to a good dragonbone bow, naturally also needed extremely powerful arrows, 

especially when facing some high-strength creatures. 

Arrows that could deal damage to the Tianyuan Titan were definitely legendary weapons. Even an old 

ranger like Vaughn would definitely have a limited number of them… 

“How many more?”Lanaya asked hurriedly. 

“Seven magic nailer crossbows, five god-hunting crossbows…” 

Lanaya: “Are there any more powerful guys?” 

Vaughn: “One god-killing crossbow!” 

“I knew that old man from the Gale Force Academy would give you something good…”Lanaya laughed. 

“But it’s still not enough…”Vivian narrowed her eyes and looked at the Giant Titan. 

“Yeah…”Lanaya nodded solemnly. 

It was too big… 

Rangers were very good at dealing with such giant creatures. When faced with such a giant creature 

with an exaggerated vitality, the best way to fight was to use a sealing arrow to pin the vital parts of the 

meridians to seal the Blood Qi, then, use a strong arrow to break through the weak organs and cause 

fatal damage. 

The magic spike crossbow was a top-tier sealing arrow and was a top-tier legendary item. Previously, 

Saab was unable to move after being nailed to the collarbone. In the end, he could only rely on 

devouring blood essence stones to forcefully break free, as for the god-hunting crossbow, it was a top-

tier alchemy weapon that could easily kill star-level creatures. 



The god-killing crossbow was also the top-tier killing weapon of the secret teachings of the Zephyr 

Academy. It was rumored that it was used to kill void creatures at the level of the Queen of Blades! 

However, if there was only one of them, the rate of error tolerance would be very low. Once it missed, 

or if it did not hit a vital point, it would very likely be wasted. After all, even for a titan of this level, the 

god-slaying crossbow… It would not be fatal if it did not hit a vital point… … 

In such a situation, the best way was to use the god-slaying crossbow as a test, to test where the vital 

parts of the opponent were… … 

However, it was clear that the number of god-hunting crossbows was a little too small, especially when 

three were wasted in order to save the other party… 

Boom… 

Just as he was speaking, the giant Titan stood up once again. He violently pulled down the three 

crossbow bolts in his hand. The god-hunting crossbow was very strong, and the wound was extremely 

deep, under the circumstances where there were barbs, this pull of the Titan pulled out all the tendons 

on his hand. 

However, it did not affect him at all. The other party broke his arm very rudely. Then, powerful blood 

particles gathered around the broken arm. In less than a second, the bones were reconstructed and the 

meridians were regenerated, the huge arm was regenerated quickly. 

Seeing this scene, Vienne and Lanaya could not help but take a deep breath. 

Lanaya said, “Now I understand why Andrew said that it was our bad luck to meet this one…” 

Chapter 1307: Fierce Battle (I) 

Indeed… 

Lanaya’s exclamation made Wayne nod his head solemnly. 

Previously, his first sense would have felt that the other Titan was more difficult to defeat, mainly 

because he felt that it was more difficult to break through the defense of the Titan surrounded by black 

rock elements, which would make them intuitively feel that it was more troublesome. 

But that was not the case… 

Because they were in human form, no matter how densely packed their weapons were, they had to 

leave space at their joints to maintain their basic agility. If they were to face the other Titan, as long as 

they targeted their joints, they could use the demon sealing arrow to seal their joints.., then, they could 

slowly probe their weak points. No matter how difficult it was to break through their defenses, they 

would still have a chance. After all, they had the god-breaking crossbow, which could kill them in one 

blow. 

 

However, the one in front of them was different. It was strong in its recovery ability. It would be very 

difficult to find the weak points and seal the opponent, especially when using the demon sealing arrow. 



If you nailed the joints, the opponent would directly dismember the limbs. They could immediately rely 

on the powerful blood particles around them to regenerate another one. If you nailed the collarbone, 

the opponent could also force out the demon sealing arrow through the violent blood! 

If you can’t nail the target, it will be too difficult for you to kill him in one strike. The other party isn’t a 

living target, so even if you find his weakness, he won’t give you a free shot… 

On the other hand, there is only one shot of the god-destroying crossbow. If it isn’t fatal, the other party 

will be able to quickly recover his vital energy and blood with his super recovery ability. Although the 

Black Rock Titan’s defense is high, even if it doesn’t hit his vital points, he will still be able to severely 

injure the other party. He can still slowly find an opportunity… 

In this comparison, the one in front of him was indeed more troublesome… … 

“So why did this guy come to us?”Lanaya frowned and said, “According to human relations, shouldn’t it 

choose another side of its own accord?” 

As soon as she said this, Vera was stunned… 

Yes… 

Why did Saab deliberately choose to fight on their side? 

Even if it had no choice, it could have chosen to avoid their side… … 

Why… 

“Don’t waste time thinking about motives…”while he was puzzled, Wayne’s voice rang in Villafa’s ears. 

“We don’t have time to guess what that guy is thinking. We… only have one minute left…” 

Villafa was startled and looked at the pendulum above him. Two minutes had already passed… … 

“Listen…”Wayne held Villafa’s head, he whispered in his ear, “Don’t make another mistake. You’re in 

charge of the front. You’re a blood demon like Saab. You can use blood particles, so as long as you don’t 

get hit, you can recover. So don’t worry about the loss of energy. Even if you use your blood, you have 

to restrain it. Can you do it?” 

Vera was stunned for a moment, but she didn’t answer immediately. Instead, she closed her eyes and 

took a deep breath. 

There were still fifty-eight seconds left… 

Every second was extremely precious… 

But neither Wayne nor Lanaya hurried them. They knew that if the other party could adjust to a good 

condition, it would be worth it to waste another half of their time. Fighting Saab was a gamble.., they 

were not qualified to fight in a tug-of-war! 

“I’m ready…” 



After about five or six seconds, Vera slowly opened her eyes. The blood in her body suddenly surged, 

and a blood-red light soared into the sky. The Crimson Flames on her twelve wings also soared, almost 

dyeing half of the sky red! 

Wayne and Lanaya did not say another word. They turned into two streaks of light and rushed toward 

Saab. 

Whoosh! 

A god-hunting crossbow arrow with a tornado-like wind swept toward Saab. It looked like a tornado. 

The strength of the tornado was incredible. Wherever it went, the surrounding space was pulled into it 

by a huge suction force. The tornado even showed the scene of Villafa being beaten into a sorry state. 

Obviously, in that gust of wind, even space and time had a reverse flow… 

Wind movement secret skill: Arrow Storage! 

It could be said that this was the most simple and unadorned move in the wind movement secret skill. 

Compared to the magnificent secret skills like Alicia’s storm, this move was almost a must-have skill for a 

windwalker. However, it was absolutely rare to use it well. 

Energy storage attack required mental guidance to the extreme, but that required extremely high 

concentration of mental strength. Rangers were highly agile units, and they paid attention to flexible 

combat. The preparation time for energy storage attack was too long, and it required extremely high 

concentration of mental strength. Although it was powerful.., it was not suitable for Rangers’combat 

style. 

But that was only for the weak… 

Powerful Rangers could do two things at once. Charging Arrows while moving at high speed was the 

symbol of an outstanding windwalker. The windwalker moving cannon was not just a saying. 

Wayne was a top windwalker, and Lanaya did not doubt that he could use charge arrows at high speed. 

However, after seeing the power of this arrow, she could not help but take a deep breath. 

That was clearly an arrow that had used the power of the life sea realm… 

One had to know… They had just obtained this power, and they didn’t even have the chance to warm 

up. Yet, she didn’t hesitate to use such a difficult technique, and she even succeeded. … 

Not to mention her insane adaptability and control, just her courage to use it made people respect her… 

… 

“If this guy was in the Templar family, I might not have to do anything…” 

“Interesting…” 

SAB seemed to have seen through the skill level of this arrow. His eyes flashed with admiration, but he 

did not intend to defend himself. Instead, he immediately burst into blood and punched at the front of 

the tornado! 



The opponent’s penetrating force would definitely lose its balance if he defended himself. He could not 

give the opponent the chance to use the demon sealing arrow… 

Bang! 

The huge fist collided with the tornado that distorted space and time. The powerful force directly 

shattered the earth that was bearing the force! 

SAB’s arm was also shattered by the collision of the huge force! 

However, due to SAB’s decisive charging force and the support of his violent blood, his body did not 

have the slightest intention of losing its balance. 

After destroying the tornado, SAB placed his other hand in front of his chest and looked around 

vigilantly. His right hand quickly recovered through the blood particles… … 

Shoo! Shoo! 

Outside of the shattered space, four cold lights suddenly flashed and disappeared! 

Different from the powerful stored arrows, the four arrows that flew over avoided the friction in space 

and only carried a light shadow like a needle… … 

It was clear that these arrows directly avoided the friction of the elements. Archers who were not 

extremely skilled in archery would not be able to use such a technique… … 

But Sab was already prepared! 

His huge body nimbly twisted and dodged the four arrows at an extremely tricky angle. It was hard to 

imagine that such a huge giant could make such an exaggerated move… … 

But he did it again… 

This made Lanaya, who was prepared to step forward to support him from afar, frown. If it was the 

Black Rock Titan, he definitely would not be so agile. That girl had really set us up badly… … 

However, at that moment, a huge beam of light followed closely behind the arrow and shone down on 

the space where SAB was hiding! 

The huge crimson flame was like an inverted rainbow, blasting sab, who had dodged the demon sealing 

arrow, out of the ground! ! 

Chapter 1308: Fierce Battle -PartpTwo two) 

“Good! !” 

Lanaya was the one who called out. Even with her picky eyes, she could not help but praise the little 

blood demon for her excellent timing! 

The Titan’s agility was not low. As long as the opportunity was slightly missed, it would be impossible for 

such a powerful attack to hit the target. The other party had obviously made a prediction. 



She had predicted the position of Wayne’s magic sealing arrow and also predicted the position of the 

Titan’s dodging position. Perhaps Wayne’s coordinates were given to her, but to be able to accumulate 

power and seize the opportunity to attack in that one-thousandth of a second.., it also required a high 

degree of judgment on the spot. If it was her, she might not have been able to link up so well! 

She naturally would not miss such a good opportunity. Taking advantage of the moment when Vera sent 

Saab out of the ground, she followed up in a ghostly manner. A pair of boning dark curtain blades 

appeared in her hands, and with a flash of blade light.., in less than one-thousandth of a second, every 

part of Titan’s skin was covered in golden blood! 

 

Clearly, in that very short period of time, Lanaya’s blade had already picked out every single spot of 

Saab! 

“Head: Human Body, divine court, chest, abdomen: crooked bone perineum, pylorus, divine seal! Back: 

Wind Door, lung, Yu Jue Yin Yu, upper limb: Crooked Wall, wind giant bone, lower limb: Yang auxiliary 

hanging bell, tarsal yang! !” 

In an instant, the weak information was quickly transmitted to Wayne’s ears through voice transmission! 

This knife-like slash almost sliced Saab in half. Although the injury was not deep, it accurately tested the 

strength of the physical body. In some acupuncture points, it was clearly more vulnerable! 

Assassins were professional in finding the weakness of living creatures, and the Templar family had the 

best skills in this area in the universe… … 

Wayne didn’t doubt it at all. He swiftly gathered all the information, and with a flash of light in his eyes, 

he raised his hand and shot an arrow! 

This arrow wasn’t aimed at Saab, but at the two demon sealing arrows that had been shot earlier! 

This arrow was even faster, almost without any light or shadow. With a strange speed, it quickly caught 

up to the demon sealing arrow that had been shot earlier, and at an even stranger angle, it collided with 

the two arrows.., the next second, an unbelievable scene appeared. 

The demon sealing arrow, which had already deviated from its target, quickly changed its direction after 

colliding with the arrow and flew straight towards Saab! 

Not only did its strength not decrease, but the force of its flight became even stronger after the 

collision! 

Lanaya could not help but whistle in praise at this scene! 

The directional arrow was one of the Ranger’s basic secret skills, but Lanaya had never seen anyone who 

could use it as well as Wayne… … 

The three magic sealing arrows turned around and entered Saab’s celestial pivot at a speed that 

distorted light and shadow. The arrowheads of the magic sealing arrows quickly burst out with black iron 

chains, directly locking Saab’s collarbone! 



In an instant, Saab’s Qi and blood instantly weakened by a whole level! 

Obviously, his Qi and blood had been successfully sealed! ! 

It was only at this moment that Wayne’s tensed nerves relaxed slightly. He smiled and said, 

“Fortunately, I didn’t buy a Y product. Although that goblin extorted a lot of money from me, the item is 

genuine…” 

The demon sealing arrow was an alchemy weapon that could change according to the size of a living 

creature. He had originally been worried that the original Titan was not in the data model of the demon 

sealing arrow. It seemed that he had thought too much. The other party had previously said that it was 

an active algorithm to seal a demon. He had been skeptical, but now it seemed that it did have this 

function… … 

Wayne looked up at the time of the pendulum clock. There were still fifteen seconds left… 

It was really difficult… 

She took a deep breath and took out the god-slaying crossbow bolt from her space bag! 

“Little guy, get out of the way!” 

Wayne aimed at SAB and transmitted his voice. 

At this moment, Vera, who was holding sab down, trembled. She knew what this meant… … 

“Sab…” 

Vera looked at SAB with a pleading look in her eyes. As long as SAB asked her to help at this time, she 

would immediately fall for him… 

She didn’t understand… 

Even if sab fell for that Yimo, he didn’t need to abandon her. Why did he exclude her at the first 

moment? 

SAB’s merciless and ruthless attack had undoubtedly pushed her to Wayne’s side. 

But why did he do that? 

“Say Something, SAB! !”Vera shouted almost at the top of her lungs. 

“What a child…”the giant’s blood-red eyes flashed with a hint of gentleness, but she did not respond. 

Instead, she looked at Wayne, who was pointing the god-slaying crossbow at her from afar, and 

revealed a strange smile. 

Wayne was stunned, and suddenly, a sense of unease surged in his heart! 

He could not delay any longer. If this little blood demon did not give way, then he could not blame her! 

A hint of ruthlessness flashed in Wayne’s eyes. Just as he was about to make a move, the huge Titan’s 

muscles suddenly expanded and exploded like a watermelon! 



Flesh and blood exploded all over the sky, directly blowing away villafa who was close by, causing 

Wayne to be stunned. 

Suicide? 

That’s not right! ! 

Wayne suddenly turned his gaze towards the interior of the planet, within the blood domain! 

Only then did he realize that, without him knowing, there was a huge core within the bloody domain. It 

was surrounded by densely packed fibrous blood membranes. With the core as the center, a new Titan 

was rapidly reconstructing itself! 

“Damn it! !” 

Wayne immediately reacted. 

Sab had probably transferred the core in his body before he was brought out of the domain by Vera. 

They had only been fighting a body! 

What an experienced fellow! 

Wayne quickly aimed his crossbow at SAB’s core. 

But at this moment, the core had basically taken the shape of a human. Although it was still covered in a 

blood membrane, its bones and meridians had been reconstructed. It was just that its size was much 

smaller, probably about the size of a level five or six titan. 

But Wayne knew that with the powerful blood particles in the domain, it would not take long for the 

other party to recover! 

He had to finish it off as soon as possible! ! 

However, SAB, who was already in human form, naturally wouldn’t wait for his death. He immediately 

raised his leg and ran in another direction! 

His speed was so fast that even Wayne’s eyes couldn’t catch up to his opponent’s shadow! 

The other party was sprinting while bursting with blood! 

With such speed, he couldn’t lock onto the other party. It was stalling for time! ! 

Wayne’s heart instantly sank to the bottom of the valley! 

She only had five seconds left… 

The god Extinguisher’s fury was a high-pressure weapon. If she wanted to unleash its power, she could 

only use stored arrows. However, for a Saab that was moving at such a high speed, it was impossible to 

hit it with stored arrows… … 

At this moment… Although he didn’t want to admit it in his heart, Wayne knew … ! They had already 

lost! 

Wayne knew this, and Saab obviously knew it as well. Thus, it charged towards seer… 



Wayne and the others had already lost. In a few seconds, they would no longer be a threat, and now, 

their only opponent… Was that mysterious little overlord… … 

His mission from the very beginning had been to test this fellow, and it was also the treaty that the 

other side had agreed to take care of Vera… 

If it won, needless to say, according to the treaty, he would continue to take care of that girl as an 

undead. If… It lost… … 

It didn’t matter. After all, the little girl now… … was on the same side as the little overlord… … 

It didn’t matter even if he died. No matter which side won, the little girl… Was absolutely foolproof! 

So… ! … Now let me see how capable you are, this little fellow who has been fishing all this time! ! ! ! 

Chapter 1309: Andrew’s last trump card (I) 

Everyone was stunned for a moment… 

The three most capable players were outside the planet. A bunch of players were eager to give it a try 

just now. They looked like they could not wait to fight in person. However, when the BOSS really rushed 

over, everyone knew how much pressure it was! 

Although SAB had not fully recovered, his flesh, muscles, and bones had barely recovered. However, the 

basic ability of the Tianyuan class was not too far off. His sprinting speed was so fast that even Vivian, 

who was madly chasing after him, could not catch up to him… 

At this time, Vivian no longer thought about winning or losing. Instead, she wanted to save Goudan and 

the others first… … 

“F * ck… I thought I was already very strong…” 

 

At this moment, Brother Dog, Pu Yunchuan, and the other Titans who were standing at the front were 

suddenly suffocated by the powerful pressure. The veins on their bodies bulged, and they could barely 

stand still… 

The few elves behind them had already subconsciously stepped back… … 

These Titans… 

SAB glanced at the little ones who were standing in front of him, and a hint of surprise flashed in his 

eyes. To be honest, he had already seen the aptitude of these little ones before… However, when he 

saw their level of growth, he could not help but exclaim in his heart… 

After all, no matter how good a piece of unpolished jade was, whether or not it could really be carved 

into a fine jade artifact was usually just an expectation, and this expectation was clearly more powerful 

than he had imagined. 

They were all temporary items that had forcefully grown through the laws of space and time, yet they 

were able to withstand the pressure of a tianyuan-level powerhouse… 



The difference between the two was like the difference between heaven and earth! 

And this was under the condition that they were definitely not able to completely control their own 

bodies. If they had undergone professional training, would they still be able to contend with this body of 

theirs? 

No wonder the bloodline of an emperor-level was still being chased up until now. It was a little too 

exaggerated… … 

However, what he wanted to test at this moment was not these little fellows, but their leader. With 

such a group of highly talented citizens, their growth in the future would naturally be extraordinary. 

They might not be able to persist until the seedlings grew up? 

Sab raised his hand and punched out. From a distance of 30,000 feet, the powerful airflow directly sent 

Brother Dog and the others flying! 

They could barely stand, so naturally, they were unable to fight back. The disadvantages of not having 

been trained were instantly revealed. One by one, they were sent flying. In the air, they could not even 

stabilize their bodies… … 

However, the strange thing was that seer behind them was as steady as Mount Tai! 

Sab’s eyes lit up, and he thought to himself, ‘looks like there’s something…’. … 

He naturally did not take his punch too seriously. His goal was only to clear the obstacles. However, no 

matter how casual this punch was, it was still a punch from a life sea-level creature. To a creature of the 

same level, it was casual… But to other creatures of the same level, it was different… … 

Theoretically speaking, with Seer’s creature strength, he had already been blown by this storm until his 

bones were gone… 

But he stood there steadily, as if he was completely unaffected… … 

No! ! 

Sab suddenly realized that it was not that he was unaffected, but that the physical force he had 

unleashed had slowed down as it approached the little overlord… … 

Upon closer inspection, one would discover that the powerful wind had even distorted space, but when 

it approached seer, that force seemed to have been slowed down, not getting any closer! 

Therefore, it was not that the little lord could withstand his force, but that the force was not able to get 

close to him at all! 

Space-time laws? 

SAB’s pupils constricted. That’s right, to be able to use a direct growth-type space-time secret art to 

achieve this step was also normal. After all… … 

SAB looked at the pendulum clock in the sky. Three minutes had not passed yet… … 

It showed that there were still three seconds left! 



Sab immediately sneered. But what about three seconds later? Little Overlord? 

Facing Sab’s sneer, seer tilted her head and suddenly said, “What are you waiting for? ?” 

Sab was stunned… 

Who was he talking to? 

Wait… 

Suddenly, SAB realized something. If his strength could be slowed down, what about himself? 

He seemed to have been careless… 

There was a guy behind him who could pose a fatal threat to him! 

As expected, as soon as he thought of this, a shocking chill came from behind him. Goosebumps 

immediately rose all over his body. He knew that his body was reporting to his consciousness! 

However, he couldn’t do anything at the moment… “… !”! He couldn’t even turn over. He was right. It 

wasn’t only his strength that was slowed down, but also himself! 

“There’s such a move!”Vaughn raised her god-slaying crossbow and aimed at Saab’s exposed core. A 

hint of excitement flashed across her face. “It was really a close call!” 

—— — 

“It seems that the partner I chose is more reliable than yours…” 

Andrew, who was blocking the dragon’s attack, spoke up from above… … 

At this moment, the battlefield of the three top figures above had turned pitch-black. A ball of pitch-

black liquid had sealed off a large area of space. The strange black liquid had isolated almost all the 

elemental forces outside, breathing in and out.., from Afar, it looked like a sleeping alien creature. 

However, this huge alien creature was able to seal a Dragon King inside! 

Within the creature’s body, Andrew’s soul was swimming within the black liquid, just like a fish returning 

to the ocean. Without a body, he was actually able to unleash his life sea-level spiritual power to the 

extreme. His powerful biological domain was fully unleashed, and within the liquid.., countless terrifying 

creatures surged towards the giant dragon like a tidal wave! 

And Anya was using her mechanical domain from afar to provide far more firepower support! 

The battle was smoother than expected! ! 

“I really didn’t expect…”Anya looked at the black liquid around her, “You actually found such a thing, 

your trump card is really deep…” 

As an ancient undead, she naturally could understand what this thing was… … 

There was only one thing that could allow Andrew to use his undead form in the physical universe, and 

that was the realm of death! 



However, under normal circumstances, the realm of death would not appear in the living world. Back 

then, when the Calamity Legion invaded the physical universe, they brought the energy of the realm of 

death to the physical universe and polluted the living world in order to create a space for the undead to 

fight. 

This was the withering ability that only a top-tier great lich could use. Not only did it require a great lich-

level undead, it also required the support of the realm of death itself… 

Andrew was a great lich, but it was impossible for him to obtain the support of the realm of death. The 

only fellow who had obtained the support of the realm of death back then had already been blasted into 

pieces by Queen Xi… … 

And the second method was the Death Star! ! 

In the death realm, powerful undead creatures would also turn into stars. However, after turning into 

stars, they would be quickly absorbed by the death realm and become a part of the enormous death 

realm. and in very rare circumstances, such things that turned into stars would be encountered.., and 

kept. 

The probability of this was very small. The death realm was incomparably huge, and the probability of 

encountering a creature that turned into stars was extremely low. If you encountered one, you would 

still have to have the strength to snatch it from the law of the death realm! 

This kind of death zone planet that had been refined into alchemy was known as the Death Star! 

Currently, it was a forbidden item in the federation. It was something that the god Alliance and Queen XI 

had zero tolerance for! 

Who would have thought that this fellow would have… 

Moreover, this Death Star’s deceased… 

An Ya narrowed her eyes, and a trace of unease flashed through her heart. If she wasn’t mistaken… … ! 

It seemed to be a Dragon King! 

Chapter 1310: Andrew’s last trump card (part two) 

The Death Star, as its name implied, was a planet where the death realm experts died in meditation. It 

was an energy that only star-level experts had. However, Andrew’s Death Star was a life sea-level. Not 

only that… … 

She could feel the aura of the dragon race on this Death Star! 

A life sea-level dragon could only be a dragon king, a Death Star where a dragon king died in 

meditation… … 

An Ya looked at Andrew who was wandering in the black liquid, and a chill rose in her heart… … 

Something was wrong! ! ! ! 

 



If a star level powerhouse died in meditation and was picked by someone by coincidence, although the 

probability was very small, it was still a slight possibility, but a life sea level powerhouse was definitely 

impossible… 

Whether it was the material universe or other universes, life sea level lifeforms had already grown to 

the highest level energy body in the universe. Their growth required an extremely large amount of 

resources in the universe, and under such circumstances, their death.., the universal consciousness 

could not be let off. It had to be retrieved! 

In the physical universe, even during the era of the Dark Ones, who were the most vicious in hunting 

star-level lifeforms, the rise of the Dark Ones, no one had heard of that life-sea level powerhouse being 

turned into a star artifact! 

This was the bottom line of the universal consciousness. No one, including the gods in the physical 

universe, dared to touch it, because the civilization that dared to touch this red line had all fallen 

without exception! 

How did Andrew get it? 

After an YA realized that this Death Star was the life sea-level star that the Dragon King passed away in 

meditation, her body was already cold. The news that seer had won could not even divert her 

attention… … 

“What’s Wrong?”Andrew, who was wandering in the black liquid, suddenly grinned and said, “Senior an 

ya? You Don’t look too good…” 

Anya slowly raised her head and looked into the distance. In the black liquid, endless unknown creatures 

surged out and crazily pounced on the giant dragon. The giant dragon seemed to be struggling hard in 

the fight. This scene looked really realistic… … 

“Oh?” 

The giant dragon, who sensed an YA’s gaze in the distance, suddenly stopped and let those creatures 

rush to his body and bite him. Its huge eyes turned around and looked at an ya, the dragon’s mouth 

revealed a strange smile. “Tsk… … you can see it so quickly … … the members of the fairy race are just 

this troublesome. They’ve lived for too long, and their knowledge reserves are too abundant. I reckon 

that over 80% of the great lords of the Federation don’t know about this matter of the universe’s 

consciousness Red Line, right?” 

An Ya:”! ! !” 

Following the dragon’s showdown, an Ya felt her entire soul turn ice-cold! 

The creatures that had bitten the dragon began to merge into the Dragon King’s body. An endless 

stream of energy flowed into its body, and the life force that belonged to the Dragon King itself was 

being eroded! 

So the lifelike resistance just now was not fake. The Dragon King’s body was indeed resisting, but the 

Yimo that had occupied the Dragon King’s consciousness did not… … 

Andrew’s creatures were helping the Yimo to erode that body, using the power of the death realm! 



“You…”Anya’s face was pale. She had always been calm, but after she guessed the truth, her hands 

couldn’t help but tremble… … 

“No need to doubt…”the dragon laughed coldly, “It’s exactly what you think!” 

Anya staggered back, her face still showing a trace of struggle, “How is that possible?” 

The only thing that could go against the consciousness of the universe was the universe itself, and so 

was the death realm. There was only one possibility for them to get the life sea level star bodies, they… ! 

They had obtained the tacit approval of the world of Death! ! ! ! 

“Nothing is impossible in this world…”. “…”the Dragon King sneered. “Besides, you’re an old undead. 

Don’t you know the structure of the world of death “… as long as you can contact that person, what’s 

impossible about it “… This has already been done before. You’ve also experienced the period of natural 

disasters. Why are you acting so surprised?” 

Anya’s expression was gloomy. “There won’t be a second Arthas in this world! !” 

There were six undyings in the death realm… 

They were truly undyings! 

The death realm was different from other universes… 

The authority given to top-tier beings was much greater than the material universe, and the six undyings 

represented it. They represented the laws and consciousness of the death realm, and each of them 

represented a part of the will of the death realm! 

And the natural disaster was caused by the will of one of the undyings! 

This had to be traced back to an extremely ancient history… 

Among the six undyings, one of them was too violent and had a strong idea of invading the outside 

world. In the end, he was sealed by the other five undyings! 

And the place where the undying was sealed became the purgatory of the death world. It was the 

cruelest space of the death world, a terrifying region that could only be entered but could never be left! 

In the world of death, this place was an existence that imprisoned extreme destroyers. Any creature that 

was overly distorted would be exiled to this place after experiencing the judgment of the judgement 

palace. Moreover, they would never have to worry that they would break out of the prison, after all, 

that was the place where the undying was sealed. No undead could walk out of that place, even if they 

were at the level of the ten great suzerains of the God realm! 

But there was one person who had walked out before! 

That person was called Arthas! ! 

Not only did he walk out, he also brought a bunch of purgatory undead with him. He had almost 

conquered half of the death realm, and he had even broken through the barriers between the death 

realm and the universe, leading the so-called natural disaster army to invade! 



That was a bitter battle comparable to the Void Gate. Both the death realm and the material universe 

had to pay a huge price to eliminate the natural disaster, the key person at that time was the fourth 

great lord of the Material Universe: Queen Sylvanas! 

After that, after countless eras, nothing like this had ever happened again. 

The ancient history had been sealed. Many people only had a vague understanding of that period of 

history. The great lords of that era had all turned to dust. Those who could live until now were all old 

monsters… … 

Anya was from the fairy race, and the unique immortal body of the fairy race allowed her to witness that 

period of history with her own eyes. It was also because she had witnessed that period of history that 

she was even more convinced that there wouldn’t be a second Alsace in this world… 

After all, from the Elf era to the present God’s Federation, and even back to the immemorial dragon 

race’s era, there was only one Alsace in this world, an undead that could walk out of the immortal seal. 

There wouldn’t be a second Alsace in this world! 

“You’re right…”Andrew looked at Anya and said faintly, “There wouldn’t be a second Alsace in this 

world…” 

Anya:”! ! !” 

There wouldn’t be a second Alsace, but things were still done, so what did that mean? 

The answer… was obvious… 

That person… 

The guy who once threw two universes into chaos… Hey! Still Alive! ! ! 

———- — 

“Team seven, fall back. Reload. Team four, take your positions. Keep the pressure on. It’s not working!” 

On the west side, Billy maneuvered the mech around the black giant to engage in close combat while 

commanding the team to engage in long-range fire suppression! 

This black giant was not as difficult to deal with as he had imagined. The black rock element and the 

Titan’s compatibility did not match up well. The Thick Black armor allowed the Titan’s defense to break 

through the sky, but it also made it a pure meat target… … 

From the start of the battle until now, there had been almost no mecha casualties. The battle difficulty 

was lower than imagined… 

It was just that… it was too meaty! ! ! 

Billy was a little frustrated. According to the intelligence personnel who were in charge of observing 

seer’s side of the battlefield, the other side had already been taken care of… … 

This showed that their Vogu team was not doing too well… … 



Just as Billy was considering whether he should not be too conservative and give up a certain degree of 

mobility to increase the firepower output, a huge sense of unease suddenly surged in his heart. 


